OPEN THE SUMMER

Enjoying that holiday feeling in your
own backyard is one of the best things
there is. Enjoying it knowing that you’re
sitting comfortably might be even better!
Whether you’re sitting in our showroom
enjoying a cup of coffee, at a restaurant’s
patio with a glass of white wine, or even
at home with a good book, under a Solero
sunshade you’ll always be sitting just
right. We’ll explain to you exactly why.
LIGHTFASTNESS
The light- or colorfastness of our
sunshades is largely dictated through
the use of colors. The Solero sunshade
canvases are painted down to the core of
the fiber, for example like a carrot that’s
perfectly orange through and through. In
comparison to other canvases that are
painted AFTER being woven, giving them
just a superficial coloring.
Cut a radish in half and you’ll know what
we mean: the outside is red, but the
inside has no pigment whatsoever.
Our coloring method gives the canvas a
great resistance against solar radiation,
the black canvas will remain perfectly
black for up to 4 years.
WATER COLUMN
Besides the lightfastness, the water
repellant properties are an important
factor of the canvas. Of course you’d
want you and your guests to stay dry
under the canvas during summer rain.
This property is defined by the water
column. A water column says something
about the amount of water that a
sunshade canvas can withstand before it
starts to seep through. A water column of

300mm, like the Solero sunshade, means
that the canvas will not allow water
through until the pressure reaches the
comparable weight of 30 cm of standing
water. The water column indicates how
many millimeters of water per square
centimeter can be on the canvas before
it starts to leak.
UPF-VALUE
Solero sunshades form a good protection
against harmful influences of exposure
to sunlight. With the decay of the ozone
layer less and less ultraviolet radiation is
filtered. This means a great quality canvas
offering optimal protection becomes
more and more important. All canvases
filter 100% of the harmful ultraviolet
radiation. We note this with a UPF factor
of 50+
Exposure to too much ultraviolet
radiation can discolor the skin to red,
burn it, or even lead to skin cancer.
Sunshades made by Solero have a UPF
value of 50+ and offer good protection,
but always stay alert! Ultraviolet radiation
is also reflected off the water, snow, glass
and sand. Indirectly your skin will still be
exposed to radiation.
Now you understand why we feel
comfortable placing our sunshades on
your patio with a warranty of 4 years of
colorfastness, a 300mm water column
and a UPF 50+ value. The same goes for
our service, which often goes further
than what we guarantee, so let the sun
come out!
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS

DGA HELGA VAN KEULEN

“Welcome”, a word that’s often used but rarely experienced by the customer. Of course we’re consumers
ourselves and see that there’s a lot left to be desired in terms of customer service. We try to look at our
company from that perspective as well. What’s important to you, when do you feel understood and what could
we do, as a company, for you?
At Solero we’re terrible at slick sales pitches, we’d rather
invest that time in a real conversation to find out what
the best possible options are for you. Of course we
could use a lot of technical terms to impress you with
our knowledge, but we’d rather explain it simply so we’ll
both know exactly what we’re talking about.
Whether you’re looking for a small Teatro sunshade
for a balcony, or you need ten Basto giant sunshades
for your restaurant’s patio, you’ll always have our full
attention to give you honest advice.
Whenever you call us you won’t run into a selection
menu, but you’ll get connected directly to one of our
colleagues who know how to help you. All of us know
a lot, but together we have all the knowledge of our
industry and of course, we know our customers.
It’s my goal to answer any questions the same day,
and in most cases we succeed at just that. Quick and
substantive responses are what we’re known for, and
keeping someone waiting is absolutely unlike Solero.
The fact that my colleagues call me a workaholic
because of this is something I’ll gladly take for granted. I

won’t be satisfied until we’ve answered every question,
completely and accurately, and have helped our
customers to take the next step.
Of course it’s hard work, especially during the spring
and summer we’ll work long hours. But we love doing
it and grow enthusiastic of the often positive responses
we receive. Becoming a big company has never been
a goal, but we’re very proud of our five Gazellen
Awards from the Dutch Financial Times (Financieele
Dagblad); evidence that we’re one of the fastest growing
companies in the Netherlands.
We’d love to come see you personally to provide you with
our advice. Of course you’re also more than welcome
to make an appointment to see our professional
showroom in Best.
With kind regards,
Helga van Keulen
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200X200 CM AND Ø300 CM

The Sublimo has a contemporary and sleek design with beautiful
lines that instantly add a dimension to your garden, balcony or terrace.
This trendy parasol is equipped with four crossed ribs and is
incredibly easy to operate. The Sublimo truly stands out above the
crowd.
Each Solero parasol has its own character,
and that certainly goes for the Sublimo.
He’s sleek, modern and has a specific,
headstrong appearance. Using the
unique push-up system, the Sublimo
is opened in two seconds, after which
you find yourself relaxing in the shade
below the fade resistant square cloth
measuring 200 x 200 cm ø 300 cm. For
sublime relaxation.
The Sublimo is available in two sizes, the
square 200x200 cm and the round 300
cm version. These parasols are equipped
with a perfect fitting grey protection
cover.
Every metal part of the Sublimo is
anodized. With a special treatment, the
metal is equipped with a slightly glossy
layer that looks great and protects against
corrosion and tear and wear.
The Sublimo can be securely fastened in
several ways, for example, you can choose
to go for a mobile, fillable pedestal, a
ground anchor that can be settled in

the ground while pouring concrete, or a
granite pedestal of 60 kg with wheels. It’s
your choice to pick whichever option is
easiest for your patio.
The Solero Accento click-on lamp fits
around the mast of the Sublimo, it’s a
nice addition that gives the sunshade
just a little bit more appeal. When you
point the lamp downwards you can easily
read a book under it, but when you turn
the Accento click-on lamp around you’ll
create indirect mood lighting, which is
ideal to make the summer nights last a
little longer.
Through the integrated rib springs the
canvas always remains tight, on top of
that the canvas is watertight and colorfast,
we even warranty the colorfastness for 4
years!

SOLERO SUBLIMO

SOLERO SUBLIMO

SOLERO SUBLIMO
8,5 kg 200x200
A

ø300

241,5 cm 241,5 cm

B

202 cm

202 cm

C

89,5 cm

84 cm

A

B
C

Off white

Azure

Taupe

Antracite

Red

Black

41

129

144

197

123

150

Specifications
Free protection cover

inner diameter
18-54 mm

40 mm
38/44/51 mm

40
60
225 mm

inner diameter
47 mm
total height
640 mm

490 mm

400 mm
150 mm

550 mm

x

Central Pole

√

Telescopic system

x

Light included

x

Fade-resistant cloth

√

Pole in two parts

x

Tiltable

x

With rotating device

x

Side inclanation

x

Valance

x

550 mm

Ground anchor

Marble base

Push up

Weight cloth per m2

210 gram

Integrated rib ends

√

Number of ribs
Closes over the table
Pole diameter

410 mm
Base

Cantilever parasol

Operating system

75 mm

√

Possibility of printing logo

4 of 6
√
38mm
√

21-54 mm

40

Item number
270 mm
34-50 mm

150 mm

500 mm
Concrete base

Accento

Description

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

520.20.color

Sublimo 200x200 cm

247,11

299,00

520.30.color

Sublimo round ø 300 cm

288,43

349,00

527.40.99

Fillabel base Sublimo

49,54

59,94

527.38.55

Ground anchor Sublimo RVS

73,55

89,00

538.56.01

Marble base 60 kg

180,99

219,00

528.41.99

Concrete base 40kg

114,87

138,99

535.24.54

Accento click-on light

74,34

89,95

Ø250 CM

The Solero Vaticano is a unique combination of a refreshing yet classic design.
This parasol only takes little space, while its wide span and swiveling cloth offer
plenty of shade.

The Vaticano is an excellent add-on to
virtually every decor style of your garden,
balcony or terrace. The fade resistant
O’Bravia cloth, guarantees years of
pleasure from this stylish trendsetter.
The Vaticano looks classy and cheerful,
the system operates handy and smoothly.
The 24 flexible ribs ensure that the fade
resistant cloth is always tensioned. Simply
tilt the parasol to 45° to enjoy the shade,
even when it’s hanging low in autumn,
exactly how you want it. Named after the
dome in Vatican City, this parasol also
does not take much room, while leaving a
formidable impression with your guests.
It’s rare for a parasol with a 250 cm.
span width to be handled so lightly. The
Vaticano is humble while being operated,
but shows grandeur in its performance.
And of course you’ll receive a stylish grey
protective cover with your order.

The Solero Accento click-on lamp fits
around the mast of the Vaticano, it’s a
nice addition that gives the sunshade
just a little bit more appeal. When you
point the lamp downwards you can easily
read a book under it, but when you turn
the Accento click-on lamp around you’ll
create indirect mood lighting, which is
ideal to make the summer nights last a
little longer.
The Vaticano can be securely fastened in
several ways, for example, you can choose
to go for a mobile, fillable pedestal, a
ground anchor that can be settled in
the ground while pouring concrete, or a
granite pedestal of 60 kg with wheels. It’s
your choice to pick whichever option is
easiest for your patio.
The 24 ribs of the Vaticano keep the
canvas nice and tight, even if the
sunshade is tipped, this way the setting
sun can be blocked out without having to
worry about a little wind.

SOLERO VATICANO

SOLERO VATICANO

SOLERO VATICANO
9 kg ø250
A

260 cm

B

209 cm

C

116,5 cm

A

B
C

Off white

Taupe

Red

Black

41

144

123

150

Specifications
Free protection cover

diameter in tube
40 mm

diameter in tube

21-54 mm

40

38/44/51 mm
60

270 mm

47 mm
total height
640 mm
150 mm

550 mm

Ground anchor

Cantilever parasol

x

Central Pole

√

Telescopic system

x

Light included

x

Fade-resistant cloth

√

Pole in two parts

√

Tiltable

√

With rotating device

x

Side inclanation

x

Valance

x

Operating system

75 mm
400 mm

550 mm

Marble base

500 mm

Concrete base

Accento

Winch

Weight cloth per m2

210 gram

Integrated rib ends

x

Number of ribs

24

Closes over the table

√

Pole diameter
Possibility of printing logo

34-50 mm

√

Item number

38.5 mm
x

Description

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

528.25.color

Vaticano ø250 cm

197,52

239,00

527.38.55

Ground anchor Vaticano RVS

73,55

89,00

538.56.01

Marble base 60 kg

180,99

219,00

528.41.99

Concrete base 40 kg

114,87

138,99

535.24.54

Accento click-on light

74,34

89,95

Ø270 CM

The Teatro parasol is the smallest member of the Solero family. This garden
parasol has a cloth diameter of 270cm. The parasol cloth is made of a solid,
heavy quality and is guaranteed to be fade resistant.

The parasol cloth is made of a solid, heavy
quality and is guaranteed to be
fade resistant. After a number of years
your blue parasol will be, well, still blue!
You can turn the Solero Teatro open
and closed within a few seconds and the
parasol is very easy to transport. So the
Solero Teatro is also a welcome item at
the campsite. But particularly in your
garden, it will serve you well. Definitely
with the Solero Accento click-on light.
The Solero Accento click-on lamp fits
around the mast of the Teatro, it’s a nice
addition that gives the sunshade just a
little bit more appeal. When you point
the lamp downwards you can easily
read a book under it, but when you turn
the Accento click-on lamp around you’ll
create indirect mood lighting, which is
ideal to make the summer nights last a
little longer.

The canvas is made of a durable heavy
quality and is guaranteed colorfast. Blue
will remain deep blue, even after several
years. Every fiber is colored individually
before being weaved. On top of that, we’ll
provide you with a grey protective cover
for your sunshade, free of charge.
The Teatro can be securely fastened in
several ways, for example, you can choose
to go for a mobile, fillable pedestal, a
ground anchor that can be settled in
the ground while pouring concrete, or a
granite pedestal of 60 kg with wheels. It’s
your choice to pick whichever option is
easiest for your patio.

SOLERO TEATRO

SOLERO TEATRO

SOLERO TEATRO
8 kg

ø270

A

251,5 cm

B

202 cm

C

110 cm
A

B

C

Specifications
Off white

Taupe

Antracite

Red

Marine

Black

40

144

197

123

125

150

inner diameter
40 mm

18-54 mm

38/44/51 mm

40

60
inner diameter

225 mm

47 mm
totale hoogte
640 mm

Cantilever parasol

x

Central Pole

√

Telescopic system

x

Light included

x

Fade-resistant cloth

√

Pole in two parts

√

Tiltable

x

With rotating device

x

Side inclanation

x

Valance

x

Weight cloth per m2

400 mm

410 mm
Base

√

Operating system

75 mm

490 mm

550 mm

150 mm

Free protection cover

550 mm

Marble base

300 gram

Integrated rib ends

x

Number of ribs

8

Closes over the table

√

Pole diameter
Ground anchor

Winch

Possibility of printing logo

38 mm
√

21-54 mm
40

270 mm

Item number
34-50 mm

150 mm

500 mm
Concrete base

Accento

Description

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

528.30.color

Teatro ø 270 cm

164,46

199,00

527.40.99

Fillable base Teatro

49,54

59,94

527.38.55

Ground anchor Teatro

73,55

89,00

538.56.01

Marble base 60 kg

180,99

219,00

528.41.99

Concrete base 40 kg

114,87

138,99

535.24.54

Accento click-on light

74,34

89,95

260X260 CM

The Solero Cielo plus just belongs at home in your garden. This heavy, cantilever
parasol has a 260cm*260cm diameter. With its innovative control system you
can open or collapse this quality parasol in a flash.

It’s very easy to put this parasol into
different skewing positions, without
having to use the least bit of force.
The firm base of the Cielo parasol
is equipped with a clever turning
mechanism. You can rotate this garden
parasol easily and in 360 degrees by
simply pressing the foot pedal. By
releasing this pedal, this handy floating
parasol will be automatically locked in its
position.
With the Cielo Plus comes the Solero
Accento. This fantastic Solero Accento
is provided with a charger. Using this,
you can charge high quality batteries in
a matter of hours. With the Cielo Plus
parties can last longer, and it’ll remain

cozy for much longer.
The Cielo Plus by default is delivered with
a set of free cross feet. Would you like
to anchor the sunshade on your patio?
In that case you can order the special
ground anchor.
The canvas is made of a durable heavy
quality and is guaranteed colorfast. Black
will remain deep black, even after several
years. Every fiber is colored individually
before being weaved. On top of that, we’ll
provide you with a grey protective cover
for your sunshade, free of charge.

SOLERO CIELO PLUS

SOLERO CIELO PLUS

SOLERO CIELO PLUS
24 kg

260x260

A

240 cm

B

195,5 cm

C

37 cm
A

B

C

Specifications
Off white
40

Taupe

Antracite

Black

144

197

150

180 mm
180 mm

105 mm
50 mm

970 mm

500 mm

Cantilever parasol

√

Central Pole

x

Telescopic system

x

Light included

√

Fade-resistant cloth

√

Pole in two parts

x

Tiltable

√

With rotating device

√

Side inclanation

x
x

Operating system
Weight cloth per m2

220 mm

460 mm

300 gram
x

Number of ribs

8

Closes over the table

√

Possibility of printing logo

Inground base

Ground anchor

Winch

Integrated rib ends

Pole diameter

280 mm

30 mm
Cross base

√

Valance

75 mm
100 mm

Free protection cover

65 mm
√ on 3 sides

14
110 mm
40-50 mm
120 mm

34-50 mm
450-500 mm

Accento

450-500 mm

Base is suitable for tiles from 45 to 50 cm.

115 mm

Item number

Description

526.28.color

Cielo Plus parasol

526.26.888

Cielo Plus cross base

530.17.50

Cielo Plus ground anchor

532.13.50

Inground base Cielo Plus

535.24.54

Accento click-on light

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

536,36

649,00

included with parasol

included with parasol

78,51

95,00

98,35

119,00

included with parasol

included with parasol

300X300 CM AND Ø350 CM

Lounging, reading and relaxing on your terrace? Or enjoying those nice summer
days with friends and family? The Laterna will bring your holiday to your
own garden.

By using exclusively high quality materials
we promise you’ll enjoy your luxurious
floating sunshade for years to come.
Due to its generous size (300x300 cm
or Ø 350 cm) this sunshade turns any
outdoor area into a welcoming space for
large and small groups. Despite its size,
it’s easy to handle and can be moved
into any position with the one smooth
move. Would you prefer not to have an
unsightly pedestal or heavy tiles on your
patio? This sunshade can be anchored
into the ground quickly and aesthetically.
The Laterna is delivered with a silver
frame and comes with a complimentary
protective cover. You’ll also receive a
wireless, rechargeable free lighting! The
Laterna parasol cloth is kept tight in a
beautiful way by its integrated rib ends.
With this luxurious floating sunshade
you’ll get the maximum ease of use
in your garden. The sunshade has an
intuitive control rod that allows effortless
opening, closing and tilting. You can also
rotate the sunshade 360 degrees.
You’ll always stay cool under the Solero
Laterna. The square version is outfitted

with a special wind ventilation roof. The
round version has a wind catcher as well,
but this isn’t lifted up as high from an
esthetical point of view.
On (too) hot days the canvas also releases
heat instead of capturing it under the
sunshade. On top of that, this helps
the sunshade gain stability. When wind
flows under the sunshade it’ll easily be
released.
With the Solero Laterna you’ll have
different fastening options: a tile pedestal,
ground anchor or borrowing pedestal.
You can also secure the sunshade to an
existing concrete floor with an adaptor
plate. The tile pedestal can be expanded
with swiveling wheels allowing you to
easily move it around.
So if you like to lounge, read and relax on
your patio? Or enjoy beautiful summer
days with friends? With the Laterna you’ll
be on holiday in your own backyard. By
using exclusively high quality materials
we promise you’ll enjoy your luxurious
floating sunshade for years to come.

SOLERO LATERNA

SOLERO LATERNA

SOLERO LATERNA

29 kg 300x300

ø350

A

264,5 cm 273 cm

B

204,5 cm 228,5 cm

C

268 cm

273 cm

D

40 cm

89 cm
A

D

C

B

Specifications
Off white

Antracite

Taupe

40

197

144

Black
150

100 mm
180 mm

4x swivel wheels optional

180 mm

Free protection cover

√

Cantilever parasol

√

Central Pole

x

Telescopic system

x

Light included

√

Fade-resistant cloth

√

Pole in two parts

x

Tiltable

√

With rotating device

√

Side inclanation

x

Valance
500 mm
850 mm
200 mm

70 mm

Operating system
Weight cloth per m2

300 gram

Integrated rib ends

x

Number of ribs

8

Closes over the table

√

Pole diameter

850 mm
280 mm
Tile base

Ground anchor

Possibility of printing logo

Inground base

x
Winch

80 mm
√ on 3 sides

Item number
14
180 mm
40 mm
34-50 mm

90 mm
65 mm

400 mm

400 mm

Description

Accento

adapting plate

Price in € incl. VAT

532.33.color

Laterna 300x300 cm

742,98

899,01

532.35.color

Laterna ø 350 cm

742,98

899,01

532.33.99

Tile base Laterna

180,99

219,00

532.34.99

Groundanchor Laterna

78,51

95,00

532.14.50

Inground base Laterna + adapt

121,90

147,50

535.64.99

Swivel wheels 4 pieces

74,38

90,00

535.24.54

Accento click-on light

included

included

prices on page 74-75

prices on page 74-75

23,55

28,50

Heater
Base is suitable for 8 tiles from 45 to 50 cm.

Price in € excl. VAT

532.15.50

Adapting plate Laterna

300X300 CM

A magnificent Italian design with remarkable functionality. Able to turn a full
360° around its outer axis and tilt 45° both sideways as backwards, the Fratello
offers endless possibilities to utilize your exterior to the max.

As the big brother of our successful
Laterna parasol, the Fratello (Italian for
‘brother’ ) gains respect by its endless
possibilities. It follows the sun by tilting to
every side and comes with a stylish silver
grey frame. With its 300 x 300 cm. size,
you know that all your guests will rest
assured under this strong arm with its
perky character.
The free hanging design of the Fratello,
ensures that this large parasol works
quite discretely for you. Enjoy the shade
and cover, while the mast is hardly visible
yet stylishly present. And of course the
integrated winch is operated elegantly.
The special Solero O’Bravia sunshade
canvas is made of durable, heavy quality
and is also colorfast.
With the Solero Fratello you’ll have
different fastening options: a tile pedestal,
ground anchor or borrowing pedestal.
You can also secure the sunshade to an
existing concrete floor with an adaptor

plate. The tile pedestal can be expanded
with swiveling wheels allowing you to
easily move it around.
With the Solero Fratello you’ll have
different fastening options: a tile pedestal,
ground anchor or borrowing pedestal.
You can also secure the sunshade to an
existing concrete floor with an adaptor
plate. The tile pedestal can be expanded
with swiveling wheels allowing you to
easily move it around.
With the Fratello comes the Solero
Accento. This fantastic Solero Accento
is provided with a charger. Using this,
you can charge high quality batteries in
a matter of hours. With the Cielo Plus
parties can last longer, and it’ll remain
cozy for much longer.

SOLERO FRATELLO

SOLERO FRATELLO

300x300

A

264,5 cm

B

204,5 cm

C

268 cm

D

40 cm

SOLERO FRATELLO

33 kg

A

D

C

B

Specifications
Off white

Antracite

Taupe

Black

40

197

144

150

100 mm
180 mm

4x swivel wheels optional

180 mm

500 mm
850 mm

70 mm
850 mm

280 mm
Ground anchor

√

Cantilever parasol

√

Central Pole

x

Telescopic system

x

Light included

√

Fade-resistant cloth

√

Pole in two parts

x

Tiltable

√

With rotating device

√

Side inclanation

√

Valance

x

Operating system

Winch

Weight cloth per m2

200 mm

Tile base

Free protection cover

300 gram

Integrated rib ends

√

Number of ribs

8

Closes over the table

√

Pole diameter

Inground anchor

90 mm

Possibility of printing logo

√ on 3 sides

Item number

14
180 mm
40 mm
90 mm

34-50 mm
400 mm

65 mm

400 mm

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

532.83.color

Fratello 300x300 cm

Description

825,62

999,01

532.33.99

Tile base

180,99

219,00

532.34.99

Groundanchor

78,51

95,00

532.13.50

Inground base + adaption

121,90

147,50

535.64.99

Swivel wheels 4 pieces

74,38

90,00

535.24.54

Accento click-on light

included

included

prices on page 74-75

prices on page 74-75

23,55

28,50

Heater
Accento

Base is suitable for 8 tiles from 40x40 cm.

Adapting plate

532.15.50

Adapting plate Fratello

300X300 CM

Are you looking for a great quality design parasol for an affordable price? The
Solero Patio parasol is the best choice around, showing that a sleek design can be
very attractive.

This design parasol has a solid frame with
a powder coated pole that has a 50mm
diameter. Of course you can choose from
a wide range of trendy fade-resistant
cloth colors.
This square parasol is handled just as
easy as our other models. The Patio forms
a perfect protection from the sun for the
hospitality industry. No doubt about it,
this is a true eye-catcher, especially when
combined with the Solero Accento clickon lighting.
The Patio parasol cloth is kept tight in a
beautiful way by its integrated rib ends.

The special Solero O’Bravia sunshade
canvas is made of durable, heavy quality
and is also colorfast. Blue remains a deep
blue and doesn’t fade after two seasons.
The sunshade canvas keeps its tension
through the tensioners in the ribs. The
Patio is delivered with a free protective
cover and can be placed with a pedestal
or a ground anchor.
A real eye catcher, especially combined
with the Solero Accento click-on lighting.
A sunshade you’ll enjoy for years to come!

SOLERO PATIO

SOLERO PATIO

SOLERO PATIO
15 kg 300x300
A

273 cm

B

219 cm

C

58 cm

A

C

B

Off white

Taupe

Antracite

Red

Marine

Black

40

144

197

123

125

150

Specifications

inside diameter

100

51 mm

28-62 mm

38/44/51 mm
60

inside diameter

400 mm

58 mm
totale hoogte

√

Cantilever parasol

x

Central Pole

√

Telescopic system

x

Light included

x

Fade-resistant cloth

√

Pole in two parts

x

Tiltable

x

With rotating device

x

Side inclanation

x

Valance

x

Operating system

75 mm

640 mm
100 mm

Free protection cover

400 mm
550 mm

550 mm

300 gram

Integrated rib ends

√

Number of ribs

8

Closes over the table

x

Pole diameter
720 mm

Fillable base

Ground anchor

Marble base

Possibility of printing logo

Item number
34-50 mm

Accento

Cord

Weight cloth per m2

51 mm
√

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

534.33.color

Patio 300x300 cm

Description

371,08

449,01

535.28.62

Fillable base Patio

73,55

89,00

527.51.55

Ground anchor Patio RVS

73,55

89,00

538.56.01

Marble base 60 kg

180,99

219,00

535.24.54

Accento click-on light

74,34

89,95

330X330 CM AND Ø400 CM

Presto Italian for ‘quick’, the newest edition to the Solero hospitality parasols
lives up to its name. With the unique easy-turn system the Presto is opened
in a flash.

Collapsing it is even done almost fully
automatic. As soon as you
release the button, the Presto parasol
instantly slides back into its closed
position. An ideal solution for the
hospitality industry, it truly helps you get
home quickly after a long day of work!

With the easyturn knob you’ll really open
the sunshade in just 2 seconds. Closing it
is almost automatic. As soon as you turn
the knob back, the Presto sunshade will
slide into the closed position. The Solero
Presto is delivered with a robust mast of
63mm with a chic silver gray finish.

The biggest advantage of the Presto is
the closing height, this is the distance
from the ribs to the ground. The Presto
has a telescopic frame that’s often used
in hospitality, allowing the sunshade to
essentially rise up the moment it’s closed.
This allows tables and chairs to remain
under the sunshade when it’s closing.

The special colorfast canvas of the Presto
is, just like our other canvases, outfitted
with a water repellant coating. The Presto
sunshade is also 100% recyclable. Good
for the environment, and great protection
for you. The canvas has a UPF value of
50+. Of course you’ll receive a protective
cover with your sunshade to be able to
store it safely on the moments you’re not
using it.

Using just two fingers you can open and
close this sunshade, ideal for hospitality
where everybody needs to be able
to open or close the sunshade. We’re
definitely not forgetting about the users
who have less strength in their hands, the
Presto is definitely a good choice for this
group of users as well.

SOLERO PRESTO

SOLERO PRESTO

SOLERO PRESTO

18 kg 330x330

ø400

A

285 cm

280 cm

B

218 cm

213 cm

C

342 cm

357 cm

D

102 cm

140 cm

A

D

C

B

Off White

Taupe

Antracite

Black

40

144

197

150

Specifications
Free protection cover

66 mm

90

70 mm

66 mm

72 mm
73 mm
700 mm

70 mm
680 mm

680 mm

850 mm
Ground anchor

Cantilever parasol

x

Central Pole

√

Telescopic system

√

Light included

x

Fade-resistant cloth

√

Pole in two parts

√

Tiltable

x

With rotating device

x

Side inclanation

x

Valance

x

Operating system

410 mm

850 mm

Marble base

√

Easy-turn system

Weight cloth per m2

300 gram

Integrated rib ends

√

Number of ribs

8

Closes over the table

√

Pole diameter
Possibility of printing logo

65 mm
√

14

40 mm

400 mm

100 mm

400 mm

Base is suitable for 8 tiles from 45 to 50 cm.

4x swivel wheels optional

Item number

Description

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

533.33.color

Presto 330x330 cm

643,80

779,00

533.40.color

Presto ø 400 cm

643,80

779,00

533.51.70

Tile base Presto

197,52

237,00

533.50.70

Groundanchor Presto

161,16

195,00

533.92.01

Marble base 90 kg incl wheels

288,43

349,00

535.64.99

Swivel wheels 4 pieces

74,38

90,00

300X400 CM AND 400X400 CM

Eat, drink, talk, play, enjoy, that’s what your garden is for. The Palestro
improves these experiences. This floating parasol turns over your dining
table and over the lawn for your children

The Palestro turns above the terrace to
linger in the evening. And of course its
fully kids proof, as its securely mounted
with its ground anchor.
A modern design that still fits in every
backyard. Robustly designed to be able
to take a hit and with a colorfast canvas
that’ll last for years. It has a large size, a
surface of 12 or 16 square meters, allows
everyone to find their favorite spot in the
shade.
A sleek design that fits in every garden.
The large 400 x 400 cm. cloth ensures
that everybody finds its favorite place in
the shadow. Its robust design ensures it
can stand a rough handling and the fade
resistant cloth that looks brand new for
years. The Palestro is an add-on for the
entire family, that quickly becomes a part
of your outside.

The Palestro proves that being big and
beautiful doesn’t have to be hard. With
the nifty rotating mechanism and supple
winch you’ll turn and tilt this sunshade
easily in any direction. That way you’ll
easily enjoy all of its qualities.
The Solero O’Bravia canvas is of the
absolute best quality and guaranteed
colorfast. Even after several warm
summers, your Palestro will look as good
as new.
The fantastic Solero Accento lighting
is delivered with the Palestro and is
provided with a charger. Using this,
you can charge high quality batteries in
a matter of hours. With the Cielo Plus
parties can last longer, and it’ll remain
cozy for much longer.

SOLERO PALESTRO

SOLERO PALESTRO

SOLERO PALESTRO

54 kg 300x400

400x400

A

284 cm

290 cm

B

216 cm

216 cm

C

284 cm

310 cm

D

28 cm

23,5cm
A

C

B

Off White

Taupe

Antracite

Black

40

144

197

150

D

Specifications

250 mm

861 mm

140 mm
200 mm
861 mm
500 mm

34-50 mm

Free protection cover

√

Cantilever parasol

√

Central Pole

x

Telescopic system

x

Light included

√

Fade-resistant cloth

√

Pole in two parts

x

Tiltable

√

With rotating device

√

Side inclanation

x

Valance

x

Operating system
204 mm

Ground anchor

Accento

Tile base

Winch

Weight cloth per m2

300 gram

Integrated rib ends

√

Number of ribs

8

Closes over the table

x

Pole diameter
Possibility of printing logo

115 mm
√ on 3 sides

14

40-50 mm

Item number
400 mm

400 mm

Base is suitable for 16 tiles from 45 to 50 cm.

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

542.33.color

Palestro 300x400 cm

Description

1524,79

1845,00

542.83.color

Palestro 400x400 cm

1549,59

1875,00

542.85.99

Ground anchor Palestro

238,84

289,00

542.84.99

Tile base Palestro

535.24.54

Accento click-on light

329,75

399,00

included

included

300X400 CM AND 400X400 CM

Are you looking for a large square parasol for the hospitality industry? One
with a fade resistant cloth and a solid appearance?

Preferably one with a great quality and
a low pricing that is easy to handle? The
Solero Maestro Prestige parasol makes
for a great offer for just that need!
The Maestro Prestige forms a perfect
protection from the sun for the hospitality
industry. This square parasol has a very
large surface, but is handled just as easy
as our other models. A waiter or waitress
will be able to open or close this parasol
in a flash.
Many patios home and abroad are
covered by the Maestro Prestige. The
special O’Bravia canvas is of a durable,
heavy quality, colorfast and waterproof.
The Maestro won’t change colors after
several seasons.
The frame is made of aluminum and
if necessary, you can attach gutters
against the rain. That way you and your
guests can enjoy your patio under the
waterproof sunshades.

The Maestro sunshade is equipped with a
telescopic mast, this means that the mast
lowers when it’s opened and rises when
it closes. A big advantage, especially for
hospitality, is that furniture doesn’t have
to be moved, it can just stay in place.
The Maestro Prestige always beats out
the sun and is used a lot in hospitality.
This solid sunshade can be opened
effortlessly and you can easily place
multiple against one another. Swiveling
wheels and separate canvases are
available as well.
The Maestro Prestige is perfect to get
printed on as well; logo’s and text will be
legible and can be printed on in our shop,
ask us for your options and pricing!
The Maestro is so easy to use that
everyone can do it. Because of that, the
control rod can be removed so that you
alone can open or close the sunshade
when necessary.

SOLERO MAESTRO PRESTIGE

SOLERO
MAESTRO PRESTIGE

SOLERO MAESTRO PRESTIGE

E
34 kg

300x400

400x400

A

295 cm

310 cm

B

207 cm

220 cm

C

372 cm

385 cm

D

59 cm

85 cm

E

20 cm

20 cm
A

B

D

C

Specifications
Off white

Taupe

Antracite

Red

Marine

Black

40

144

197

123

125

150

inner diameter 83 mm

outer diameter 88 mm

415 mm

Free protection cover

√

Cantilever parasol

x

Central Pole

√

Telescopic system

√

Light included

x

Fade-resistant cloth

√

Pole in two parts

x

Tiltable

x

With rotating device

x

Side inclanation

x

Valance

√

Operating system
615 mm

850 mm

100 mm

200 mm
70 mm

200 mm

200 mm

Tile base

300 gram

Integrated rib ends

x

Number of ribs

8

Closes over the table
Pole diameter

850 mm
Ground anchor

Possibility of printing logo

4x swivel wheels optional

Winch

Weight cloth per m2

√
81 mm
√

14

Item number
40-50 mm

400 mm

Lux

Heliosa 66

400 mm

Base is suitable for 8 tiles from 45 to 50 cm.

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

544.33.color

Maestro 300x400 cm

Description

1197,52

1449,00

544.44.color

Maestro 400x400 cm

1238,84

1499,00

535.63.50

Maestro tile base

238,84

289,00

550.44.50

Maestro ground anchor

238,84

289,00

535.64.99

Swivel wheels 4 pieces

74,38

90,00

Heating

prices on page 74-75

prices on page 74-75

Lighting

prices on page 74-75

prices on page 74-75

400X400 CM AND 500X500 CM

How does one look at your terrace from afar? The remarkable and robust
appearance of the Basto radiates taste and quality. The unique character
of this parasol, operated very smoothly with its detachable winch, adds a
great deal of appeal.
A sleek design with straight lines, that also
looks marvelous while looking upwards
to its eight stylishly decorated ribs. And
it’s a big one, as the squarely designed
Basto is available in the sizes 400 x 400
cm. and 500 x 500cm. Thus your guests
enjoy your class all together, long after
the sun has set.
The colorfast O’Bravia canvas with 300
grams thickness is especially robust
and guarantees years of worry- and
maintenance free enjoyment. This large
surface is easy to operate. Sometimes
style and efficiency do go very well
together.
Even after several seasons the sunshade
will not discolor. The frame is made of a
heavy aluminum construction and if you
require it can have gutters attached to
protect against the rain.
Would you like your company name or
logo in the spotlight? That’s possible. The
canvas of the Basto hospitality sunshade
is perfect for printing on. The Basto is
equipped with a telescopic mast, that
means the mast slides down when being
opened, and up when being closed. This
allows the sunshade to open and close
above a table. A large advantage for
hospitality entrepreneurs because tables
and chairs don’t have to be constantly
moved when opening or closing the
sunshade.

The frame of the Solero Basto is made
out of high quality aluminum. It’s
relatively lightweight and is very strong,
the material also lasts against corrosion
and is recyclable.
The control rod allows the operation
of the winch, it applies pressure to the
cables or relieves it. By why a removable
control rod? Especially in hospitality it’s a
good idea to remove the control rod from
the sunshade so it can’t easily be stolen,
or have unauthorized people operate the
sunshade.
When purchasing the Basto you’ll receive
a gray protective cover free of charge,
which is equipped with a dirt- and water
resistant coating and a modest logo.

SOLERO BASTO

SOLERO BASTO

400x400

500x500

A

295 cm

306 cm

B

238 cm

238 cm

C

390 cm

423 cm

D

101 cm

70 cm

SOLERO BASTO

47-58 kg

A

B

C

Off White

Taupe

Antracite

Black

40

144

197

150

D

Specifications

200 mm
14

outer diameter 76 mm

360 mm

40-80 mm
500 mm

110 mm

400 mm

1080 mm

Tile base

√

Cantilever parasol

x

Central Pole

√

Telescopic system

√

Light included

x

Fade-resistant cloth

√

Pole in two parts

x

Tiltable

x

With rotating device

x

Side inclanation

x

Valance

x

Operating system
Weight cloth per m2

400 mm
1080 mm

Free protection cover

Ground anchor

Base is suitable for 12 tiles from 45 to 50 cm.

Winch
300 gram

Integrated rib ends

x

Number of ribs

8

Closes over the table

√

Pole diameter
Possibility of printing logo

86 mm
√

Item number

Lux

Heliosa 66

Description

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

574.44.color

Basto 400x400 cm

1896,69

2294,99

574.55.color

Basto 500x500 cm

2107,44

2550,00

560.11.50

Tile base Basto

425,62

515,00

574.60.50

Groundanchor Basto

238,84

289,00

Heating

see pages 74-75

see pages 74-75

Lighting

see pages 74-75

see pages 74-75

PROSTOR P4

In some situations it’s not desirable of even possible to anchor a parasol in your
terrace. This might be solved by using a mobile parasol base, but this often turns
out to be in everyone’s way.

Especially if you want to use every inch of
your terrace or balcony, the solero wall
parasols make for a great alternative.
The Solero Prostor P4 wall parasol will
always be delivered to you with a built-in
pressured gas spring. This allows for a
very smooth handling! Using the handle
this unique wall parasol can be fixed
into a horizontal position with a touch.
Additionally you can also extend the
length of the black handle from 140 up
to 180 cm.
Our patented ‘Easy Opening System’
makes using this sunshade easy and
will help save on space. By using the
telescopic arm the sunshade can be
extended 140 to 180 cm from the wall.
The Prostor P4 can be tilted horizontally
up to 10 degrees, which can be very
useful with a setting sun.

The canvas of the sunshade is 100%
Olefin and is painted in the mass, it
weighs 190 grams per square meter and
has a colorfastness of 7-8 on a scale of 8.
Olefin is water resistant and filters over
97% of UV radiation; this is expressed as
UPF 40+. The canvas can be washed and
if necessary is easy to replace.
The arm and the frame of the sunshade
is finished in anodized aluminum, making
the sunshade lightweight and a real eye
catcher in your backyard. A protective
cover is provided free of charge, this
allows you to greatly lengthen the lifespan
of this nice wall mounted sunshade.

SOLERO PROSTOR P4

Ø270 CM

B

9 kg

D

ø270

A

140-180 cm

B

270 cm

C

>180 cm

D

40 cm

A
A extendable
C from the ground to

SOLERO PROSTOR P4

underside wallfixation

Natural

White Sand

Butter Cup

Bitter

Terra Cotta

Traffic Red

Platinum

Carbon

white 40

41

28

Orange 24

26

36

Grey 99

Grey 98

Specifications

Taupe

Denim Blue

Black

Leaf Green

44

35

Widow 50

47

Free protection cover

√

Cantilever parasol

√

Closes towards the pole

√

Lights included

√ 7-8/8

Pressued gas spring

√

Tiltable

√ 10˚

With rotating device

√

Waterproof cloth

√

Operating system

Fold out & Push up

Weight cloth per m2

Wall fixation supplied as standard

2

3

4

Open the arm
till 45°

Tilt the parasol

Bring the arm
to 90°

Open the parasol

190 gram

Number of ribs

6

Possibility of printing

√

Closes over the table

√

Connectable with gutters

x

Electrically operated

x

Weight

1

x

Fade-resistant cloth

11 kg

Item number

Description

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

p4m.270.kleurcode

P4 wall parasol incl. fixation

655,00

792,55

p4m.100.00

Extra wall fixation

27,35

33,09

p4m1.270.kleurcode

Prostor P4 extra fabric

130,00

157,30

PROSTOR P6
CLOTHS
The Solero Prostor is much more than just a parasol, it’s an easily retractable
canopy with a lot of features. The setup consists of a central pole which can be
accommodate up to four parasols.

Using the patented control system,
including a gas spring, the parasols are
easily collapsed. You can open or collapse
every cloth individually.
Solero Prostor comes with a sound
aluminum mast that allows 1, or up to 4
canvases to be mounted. Opening and
closing is as simple as it’s genius. With the
one-move system the sunshade slides
into the open position. You don’t have to
be really strong to open this!
The canvas is 100% acrylic and is painted
in mass, it weighs 290 gram per square
meter and has a colorfastness of 7-8 on
a scale of 8.
Acrylic is water resistant and filters out
95-100% of UV radiation, expressed as
UPF 50+. The canvas is washable and if
necessary easy to replace.
The controls are extra light thanks to the
steel gas spring that compensates the
weight of the sunshade. Do you want
to use the sunshade in a wet- or sea
climate? Then the optional stainless steel
gas spring is definitely recommended.
This sunshade is available as a wallmounted sunshade in single or dual
variations. The pole can be easily
mounted to the wall with 2 brackets. That
way you can enjoy a stylish sunshade with
a pole or tile pedestal. Unfortunately this
isn’t possible for our round variations.
The framework for this sunshade is RAL
9007 by default, this is a gray structured
lacquer as shown in the photo. It’s
possible to get a black or white frame
in case you need it, but this will have
an additional cost and a longer lead

time. You’ll have the choice of RAL 9016
(white matte) or RAL 9005 (black, matte),
Alucopper and Alupolished.
Move your sunshade around effortlessly
thanks to the swiveling wheels with
brakes, this is only available for the P6
Uno sunshade.
Optional for the Prostor p6 tile pedestal
is an aluminum cover, lacquered in the
pole’s color for a tile pedestal of 90x90
or 100x100 cm. The protective cover of
the Prostor P6 can be purchased as an
option, this watertight cover protects your
sunshade against all types of weather; it’s
painted in mass and is available in gray or
black polyester canvas.
It’s also possible to connect your
sunshades through rain gutters, these
are attached through zippers which
are on the canvas of your sunshade by
default.
When the sun’s gone, you can still enjoy
sitting under your sunshade thanks to
the dimmable Power-LED lighting. This
addition can be added to the sunshade
during production.
We’ve also thought of heating and up to
4 heating elements can be added to a
single pole. The single or double outlet
is mounted on the pole and the heating
elements don’t have to be removed when
closing the sunshade. Do make absolutely
sure the heaters have completely cooled
down so that it won’t burn a hole in the
canvas.

SOLERO PROSTOR P6

250X250 CM, 300X300 CM AND Ø350 CM, Ø420cm

250x250

300x300

A

280 cm

285 cm

B

210 cm

210 cm

C

280 cm

285 cm

D

80 cm

45 cm
C

B

A

D

Free protection cover

x

Cantilever parasol

√

Closes towards the pole

√

Lights included

x

Fade-resistant cloth

√ 7-8/8

Pressued gas spring

√

Tiltable

x

With rotating device

x

Waterproof cloth

√

Operating system

One-move system

Weight cloth per m2

Natural

White Sand

Butter Cup

Bitter

Terra Cotta

Paris Red

Lead Grey

Taupe

White 40

41

28

Orange 24

26

23

97

44

290 gram

Number of ribs

8

Possibility of printing

√

Closes over the table

√

Connectable with gutters

√

Electrically operated

Only Quattro 250x250

Grey
Carbon

Night Blue

Black

Olive Green

Grey 98

45

Widow 50

37

Wall fixation

Tile base

Groundanchor

Alu cover

Heating

SOLERO PROSTOR P6

Specificaties

White

Black

AluPolished

AluCopper

250 cm

515 cm

515 cm

515 cm

350 cm

715 cm

300 cm

615 cm

615 cm

615 cm

420 cm

855 cm

14

40-50 mm

Raingutters

Protection cover

LED

400 mm with base 90x90

400 mm with base 90x90

500 mm with base 100x100

500 mm with base100x100

Base is suitable for 8 tiles from 45 to 50 cm.

Uno

Duo

Trio

Quattro

Uno rnd

Duo rnd

32/35 kg

48/54 kg

64/73 kg

80/92 kg

35 kg

64/73 kg

Type

Description

p61.3500.color
p61.2525.color
p61.4000.color
p61.3030.color
p62.3500.color
p62.2525.color
p62.4000.color
p62.3030.color
p63.2525.color
p63.3030.color
p64.2525.color
p64.3030.color
Item number
p6.9090.00
p6.1010.00
p6.9000.11
p6m.200.00
p6.7070.00
p6.5070.00
Item number

P6 Uno
P6 Uno
P6 Uno
P6 Uno
P6 Duo
P6 Duo
P6 Duo
P6 Duo
P6 Trio
P6 Trio
P6 Quattro
P6 Quattro
Type
Mounting
Mounting
Mounting
Mounting
Mounting
Mounting
Type

Multi pole + 1 parasol RND
Multi pole + 1 parasol SQR
Multi pole + 1 parasol RND XL
Multi pole + 1 parasol SQR XL
Multi pole + 2 parasols RND
Multi pole + 2 parasols SQR
Multi pole + 2 parasols RND XL
Multi pole + 2 parasols SQR XL
Multi pole + 3 parasols SQR
Multi pole + 3 parasols SQR XL
Multi pole + 4 parasols SQR
Multi pole + 4 parasols SQR XL
Description
Warm galvanised tile base 90x90
Warm galvanised tile base 100x100
Ground anchor adjustable 15 degrees
Set of 3 Wall fixations for P6 SQR & SQR XL
Ground plate 70x70 cm
Ground plate 50x70 cm
Description

p67.100.color
Item number
p671.50.50
p672.50.50
p673.50.50
p674.50.50
p67.600.50
Item number
p6hm25.color
p6hu25.color
p6hd25.color
p6hq25.color
p6hm30.color
p6hu30.color
p6hd30.color
p6hq30.color
Item number
p6.2500.color
p6.3000.color
p67.999.50
p67.150.50
p67.101.50
p67.102.50

Additional
Type
Additional
Additional
Additional
Additional
Additional
Type
Additional
Additional
Additional
Additional
Additional
Additional
Additional
Additional
Type
Additional
Additional
Additional
Additional
Additional
Additional

Alu cover for steel base 90x90 or 100x100
Description
LED lighting UNO + remote + dimmable module + transfo 230V/24V
LED lighting DUO + remote + dimmable module + transfo 230V/24V
LED lighting TRIO + remote + dimmable module + transfo 230V/24V
LED lighting QUATTRO + remote + dimmable module + transfo 230V/24V
Motor (only for QUATTRO)
Description
Protection Cover Surlast - WALL
Protection Cover Surlast - UNO
Protection Cover Surlast - DUO
Protection Cover Surlast TRIO/QUATTRO
Protection Cover XL Surlast - WALL
Protection Cover XL Surlast - UNO
Protection Cover XL Surlast - DUO
Protection Cover XL Surlast - TRIO/QUATTRO
Description
Raingutter for parasol SQR (1 piece)
Raingutter for parasol SQR XL (1 piece)
Swivel wheels with brake (4 pieces) only for Uno-version
Heater 1500W
Single socket for heating P6
Double socket for heating P6

RAL 9007
excl. VAT
1120,00
1090,00
1375,00
1295,00
1995,00
1935,00
2505,00
2345,00
2780,00
3395,00
3625,00
4445,00
excl VAT
380,00
400,00
220,00
80,00
335,00
335,00
RAL 9007
excl. VAT
220,00
excl VAT
320,00
390,00
480,00
575,00
1500,00
excl VAT
110,00
135,00
165,00
215,00
135,00
160,00
210,00
280,00
excl VAT
50,00
55,00
100,00
290,00
40,00
60,00

RAL 9007
incl. VAT
1355,20
1318,90
1663,75
1566,95
2413,95
2341,35
3031,05
2837,45
3363,80
4107,95
4386,25
5378,45
Incl. VAT
459,80
484,00
266,20
96,80
405,35
405,35
RAL 9007
incl. VAT
266,20
incl. VAT
387,20
471,90
580,80
695,75
1815,00
incl. VAT
133,10
163,35
199,65
260,15
163,35
193,60
254,10
338,80
incl. VAT
60,50
66,55
121,00
350,90
48,40
72,60

Black / White
excl. VAT
1165,00
1135,00
1425,00
1345,00
2070,00
2010,00
2590,00
2430,00
2885,00
3515,00
3760,00
4600,00

Black / White
incl. VAT
1409,65
1373,35
1724,25
1627,45
2504,70
2432,10
3133,90
2940,30
3490,85
4253,15
4549,60
5566,00

AluPolished & Alucopper
excl. VAT
1325,00
1290,00
1615,00
1520,00
2345,00
2275,00
2925,00
2735,00
3260,00
3950,00
4245,00
5165,00

AluPolished & Alucopper
incl. VAT
1603,25
1560,90
1954,15
1839,20
2837,45
2752,75
3539,25
3309,35
3944,60
4779,50
5136,45
6249,65

Black / White
excl. VAT
240,00

Black / White
incl. VAT
290,40

AluPolished & Alucopper
excl. VAT
270,00

AluPolished & Alucopper
incl. VAT
326,70

SOLERO PROSTOR P6

Item number

PROSTOR P7
CLOTHS
The Solero Prostor P7 wall parasol is available in three sizes: two square editions
of 250cm and 300cm and a round version with a 350cm diameter.

No matter which size you choose, the
P7 wall parasol is always easily handled.
With the integrated gas spring supporting
you, you’ll open and collapse the parasol
in a flash.
Despite of its size, the Solero Prostor
P7 is very easy to move left or right. As
the weight of this space saving parasol
is smartly shared between the top and
bottom rotating brackets, you’ll instantly
move the shadow to where you want it
to be.
The canvas is 100% acrylic and is painted
in mass, it weighs 290 gram per square
meter and has a colorfastness of 7-8 on
a scale of 8.
Acrylic is water resistant and filters out
95-100% of UV radiation, expressed as
UPF 50+. The canvas is washable and if
necessary easy to replace.
The controls are extra light thanks to the
steel gas spring that compensates the
weight of the sunshade. Do you want
to use the sunshade in a wet- or sea
climate? Then the optional stainless steel
gas spring is definitely recommended.
The framework for this sunshade is RAL
9007 by default, this is a gray structured
lacquer. It’s possible to get a black or
white frame in case you need it, but this
will have an additional cost and a longer
lead time. You’ll have the choice between
RAL9007 (grey), RAL 9016 (white matte) or
RAL 9005 (black, matte), Alucopper and
Alupolished.

The Prostor P7 can be mounted to the
wall with 2 adjustable brackets. The
P7 wall sunshade has an optimal turn
when mounted on a corner. The locking
axis helps lock the sunshade down so it
doesn’t turn in the wind.
Move your sunshade around effortlessly
thanks to the swiveling wheels with
brakes, this is only available for the P7
Uno sunshade.
Optional for the Prostor P7 tile pedestal
is an aluminum cover, lacquered in the
pole’s color for a tile pedestal of 90x90 or
100x100 cm.
The protective cover of the Prostor P7
can be purchased as an option, this
watertight cover protects your sunshade
against all types of weather; it’s painted
in mass and is available in gray or black
polyester canvas.
When the sun’s gone, you can still enjoy
sitting under your sunshade thanks to
the dimmable Power-LED lighting. This
addition can be added to the sunshade
during production.
We’ve also thought of heating and up to
4 heating elements can be added to a
single pole. The single or double outlet
is mounted on the pole and the heating
elements don’t have to be removed when
closing the sunshade.

SOLERO PROSTOR P7

250X250 CM, 300X300 CM AND Ø350 CM, Ø420CM

Specifications

300x300

A

280 cm

285 cm

B

210 cm

210 cm

C

280 cm

285 cm

D

80 cm

45 cm
C

B

A

x

Cantilever parasol

√

Closes towards the pole

√

Lights included

x

Fade-resistant cloth

√ 7-8/8

Pressued gas spring

√

Tiltable

x

With rotating device

D

Natural

White Sand

Butter Cup

Bitter

Terra Cotta

Paris Red

Lead Grey

Taupe

white .40

.41

.28

Orange .24

.26

.23

.97

.44

Carbon

Night Blue

Black

Olive Green

Grey .98

.45

Widow .50

.37

Waterproof cloth

√

Operating system

One move system

Weight cloth per m2

290 gram

Number of ribs

8

Possibility of printing

√

Closes over the table

√

Connectable with gutters

x

Electrically operated

x

RAL 9007

Wall fixation

Tile base

Ground anchor

Alu cover

14

√ 300˚
SOLERO PROSTOR P7

250x250

Free protection cover

White

Black

AluPolished

Heating

250 cm

350 cm

300 cm

420 cm

Uno

Uno rnd

Uno

Uno rnd

32kg

35 kg

35 kg

37 kg

40-50 mm
400 mm with base 90x90

400 mm with base90x90

500 mm with base100x100

500 mm with base100x100

Base is suitable for tiles from 45 to 50 cm.
Protection cover

LED

AluCopper

Type

Description

p71.3500.color
p71.2525.color
p71.4000.color
p71.3030.color
p7m.3500.color
p7m.2525.color
p7m.4000.color
p7m.3030.color
Item number
p7.9090.00
p7.1010.00
p7.9000.00
Item number

P7 Uno
P7 Uno
P7 Uno
P7 Uno
P7 Wall
P7 Wall
P7 Wall
P7 Wall
Type
Mounting
Mounting
Mounting
Type

Single pole + 1 parasol RND
Single pole + 1 parasol SQR
Single pole + 1 parasol RND XL
Single pole + 1 parasol SQR XL
Single pole Wall + rotating wallbrackets + 1 parasol RND
Single pole Wall + rotating wallbrackets + 1 parasol SQR
Single pole Wall + rotating wallbrackets + 1 parasol RND XL
Single pole Wall + rotating wallbrackets + 1 parasol SQR XL
Description
Warm galvanised tile base 90x90 rotating 300 degrees
Warm galvanised tile base 100x100 rotating 300 degrees
Rotating ground anchor 300 degrees
Description

p67.100.color
Item number
p671.50.50
Item number
p6hm25.color
p6hu25.color
p6hm30.color
p6hu30.color
Item number
p67.999.50
p67.150.50
p67.101.50

Additional
Type
Additional
Type
Additional
Additional
Additional
Additional
Type
Additional
Additional
Additional

Alu cover for tile base 90x90 or 100x100
Description
LED lighting UNO + Remote + dimmable module + transfo 230V/24V
Description
Protection Cover Surlast - WALL
Protection Cover Surlast - UNO
Protection Cover XL Surlast - WALL
Protection Cover XL Surlast - UNO
Description
Swivel wheels with brake ( 4 pieces) only for Uno-version
Heater 1500W (not combined with wall bracket)
Single socket for heater P7

RAL 9007
excl. VAT
1055,00
1025,00
1310,00
1230,00
1145,00
1115,00
1400,00
1320,00
excl VAT
425,00
445,00
245,00
RAL 9007
excl. VAT
220,00
excl VAT
320,00
excl VAT
110,00
135,00
135,00
160,00
excl VAT
100,00
290,00
40,00

RAL 9007
incl. VAT
1276,55
1240,25
1585,10
1488,30
1385,45
1349,15
1694,00
1597,20
Incl. VAT
514,25
538,45
296,45
RAL 9007
incl. VAT
266,20
Incl. VAT
387,20
incl. VAT
133,10
163,35
163,35
193,60
incl. VAT
121,00
350,90
48,40

Black / White
excl. VAT
1095,00
1065,00
1355,00
1275,00
1190,00
1160,00
1450,00
1370,00

Black / White
incl. VAT
1324,95
1288,65
1639,55
1542,75
1439,90
1403,60
1754,50
1657,70

AluPolished & Alucopper
excl. VAT
1245,00
1210,00
1535,00
1440,00
1360,00
1325,00
1650,00
1535,00

AluPolished & Alucopper
incl. VAT
1506,45
1464,10
1857,35
1742,40
1645,60
1603,25
1996,50
1857,35

Black / White
excl. VAT
240,00

Black / White
incl. VAT
290,40

AluPolished & Alucopper
excl. VAT
270,00

AluPolished & Alucopper
incl. VAT
326,70

SOLERO PROSTOR P7

Item number

350X350 CM AND 350X300 CM

You would love to have a system which you can use the whole year through? This
Cabana is the answer to your desires.

This summery roof from Prostor is
delivered as a semi ready package, so
it’s easy to move around. Available in
350x350 cm and 350x300 cm and delivery
from stock.
The Solero Cabana is a roof that quickly
gives your backyard a lot extra.
The frame is powder coated with a white
structure coating, all profiles are 100%
extruded aluminum. The material of
the roof is wit waterproof PVC-canvas
(650gr/m2), the height of the structure is
2300mm and the frame color is RAL 9016.

Thanks to the superior quality of the
PVC-canvas you can enjoy your Cabana in
any type of weather, it offers protection
against both the sun and rain.

SOLERO PROSTOR CABANA

PROSTOR CABANA

SOLERO PROSTOR CABANA
Off white

L-PROFILE
The specially developed L-profile can be bolted into the ground under the feet
of the Cabana. This way the pergola is steady on it’s feet and nearly all screws
and bolts are removed from sight.

A
ROOF PROFILE
The plate cover is an option for the Cabana, it protects the PVC-canvas of your
Cabana against rain, dirt and dust the moment your canvas is folded in. This
profile is white lacquered in the color of the frame and canvas.

350x350

300x350

350 cm

350 cm

B

350 cm

300 cm

C

230 cm

230 cm

D

8 cm

8 cm

D

OPENING WITH JUST ONE HAND
The Cabana’s system is light as a feather. You can easily open and close the
canvas. This way you effortlessly direct the shadow to where you want it to go.
On top of that, the canvas is waterproof. No more moving around tables and
chairs, this great lounge area offers good cover, even during summer rains.

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

pc.3535.01

Item number

Cabana 350x350 cm white

Description

2250,00

2722,50

pc.3035.01

Cabana 300x350 cm white

2000,00

2420,00

pce.3500.01

Roofprofile 350x350 cm white

270,00

326,70

pce.3000.01

Roofprofie 300x350 cm white

250,00

302,50

SOLERO
HEATING & LIGHTING

Our patio heaters are perfect for use
in hospitality but are also available for
consumers. They create a comfortable
atmosphere and are available in multiple
colors, the design isn’t ostentatious but
looks stylish.

We also thought about the environment,
working with infrared means there’s no
exhaust gases; there’s no use of oxygen
after all. There’s no (direct) CO2 emission
and while in use there’s no pollution or
noise through air- and dust circulation.

The great thing about infrared lights is
that they warm people, instead of air, this
means there’s no lead to build up heat
and effective heat is created immediately
after turning it on.

The heaters are splash proof and made
of weatherproof aluminum, the special
isolation prevents overheating of the
housing and the grate at the front
prevents touching of the halogen lamp.
There’s no blinding through the use of
filtered lamps. Each lamp has around
5000 hours of use.

An added advantage is that 92% of the
electricity is converted to heat.
The heaters are easy to install, easy to
direct and suitable both in- and outdoors,
the machine is lightweight making it very
easy to move.

HEATERS & LIGHTING

It’s been a nice day, the sun is slowly setting and it’s starting to cool down. With
the help of heating and lighting we can bring back the sun for a little while on the
patio or in your backyard.

SOLERO HELIOSA 11
The new Solero Heliosa 11 is a waterproof heater (IPX5) with a 1500 WATT
amberlight bulb. Amberlight has 80% less light output than standard heating
elements, and creates a pleasant atmosphere. A 5 meter cable, and a parasol
bracket are included with the Heliosa 11 heater. For heating areas 12-15 m2 /
129.17-161,46 ft².

SOLAMAGIC V4
The V4 is sunshade lighting with 4 spots, each with 50 Watts of power.
Because of the clever design, with just one step you easily mount 4 spots on
your sunshade. The V4 weighs 3 kg and is easy to mount because of that. The
connecting cable can be ordered separately in 5 or 10 meters, and black or
white.This lighting can be mounted on every mast with a diameter between
45-89 mm. Extra lamps are available as well.

SOLERO HELIOSA 44
The new Solero Heliosa 44 is a waterproof (IPX5) heater with a 2000 WATT
amberlight bulb. Amberlight has 80% less light output than standard heating
elements, and creates a pleasant atmosphere. A 5 meter cable is included.
The parasol bracket can be ordered separately. For heating areas 15-20 m2 /
161,46-215,28 ft².

SOLERO HELIOSA 66
The new Solero Heliosa 66 is a waterproof (IPX5) heater with a 2000 WATT
amberlight bulb. Amberlight has 80% less light output than standard heating
elements, and creates a pleasant atmosphere. A 5 meter cable is included.
The parasol bracket can be ordered separately. For heating areas 20-25 m2 /

SOLERO LUX
The Solero Lux is a new stylish parasol light with LED. This LED light has a builtin battery and can be easily installed with a 3M magnetic strip. The Solero Lux
contains 4 LED strips (with built-in battery), 4x USB charger, a 3M magnetic
strip, and a 4-way USB charger to charge the 4 LED strips simultaneously.

SOLERO HELIOSA POLE MOUNTING BRACKET
This mounting bracket is specially made to mount the Heliosa heaters on a
round or square pole. The bracket can be used for a pole up to 100mm.
Item number

SOLERO HELIOSA REMOTE CONTROL
This wireless remote control has two programmable channels, and can operate
up to 3500 WATT. With this remote control, you can control two 1500 WATT
heaters simultaneously. (IP45)

Description

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

668.15.00

Solero Heliosa 11

175,00

211,75

668.15.44

Solero Heliosa 44

238,50

288,59

668.15.66

Solero Heliosa 66

324,00

392,04

668.15.99

Solero Heliosa pole mounting bracket

55,12

66,70

668.15.33

Solero Heliosa bracket for 3 heaters

165,37

200,10

668.15.10

Solero Heliosa remote control

90,00

108,90

600.04.00

V4 (cable to be ordered separately)

291,33

352.51

535.24.54

Accento click-on light

74,34

89,95

535.25.99

Solero Lux LED strips

165,28

199,99

699.05.50

Cable 5 meters black for P1/P2/V4

38,92

47,09

699.05.01

Cable 5 meters white for P1/P2/V4

38,92

47,09

699.10.50

Cable 10 meters black for P1/P2/V4

51,65

62,50

699.10.01

Cable 10 meters white for P1/P2/V4

51,65

62,50

HEATERS & LIGHTING

SOLERO ACCENTO
The easiest way to shine some light in the darkness is through the use of the
cordless Solero Accento. It comes standard with the purchase of a free hanging
garden sunshade, but it can be ordered separately as well. The Accento fits
around masts with a diameter between 34-50 mm and is rechargeable.

GUTTERS, COVERS AND
CANVASES
It might not be the first thing you think of, but that doesn’t make it any less
important: the gutters, covers and canvases for your sunshade.

Like no other, we understand how
important it is to get a good cover with
your sunshade. You’ll protect the canvas
against the weather and will help keep
your canvas as new.
After a few years you might be done
with the color of your sunshade, in that
case we can help you with a replacement
canvas. We have all canvases in stock and
can be easily exchanged.

We do have cases where a truck hits
a hospitality sunshade, accidentally
bending the ribs. This is extremely difficult
because it immediately makes your patio
look poor. In most cases however, we
thankfully have spare parts available or if
necessary order new parts which would
be ready within 1 week. This goes for a
replacement canvas, or a complete mast,
as well. These parts are in stock, so that
we’ll be able to deliver quickly to you.

Item number
RAINGUTTERS
The easiest way to connect sunshades is through canvas gutters, they’re often
called rain gutters too. We offer 2 types of canvas gutters; the Solero PVC
canvas gutters, and the Prostor canvas gutters. The Solero PVC canvas gutters
are fastened through clasps that click in place, which are mounted by screwing
them into the ribs, they’re available in all lengths and in the colors natural, gray
and black, the width of these gutters is 60 cm maximum. The Prostor canvas
gutters work with a zipper and are available in 2 lengths: 250cm or 300cm in
the exact color of your sunshade’s canvas.

PROTECTIVE COVERS
Indispensable to keep the canvas of your sunshade in good condition: the
protective cover.
A protective cover is available for every type of sunshade, the Solero covers are
provided free of charge when buying a sunshade, but are available separately
as well. We don’t offer any warranty on these covers because of the severe
weather they’re open to. The covers in the Prostor collection are made of a
heavier quality and are available in the colors black or gray.

SOLERO SUNSHADE CANVASES
Despite the unmatched quality of the Solero O’Bravia canvas it does happen that
a canvas needs to be replaced. Sometimes the weather takes hold and it’s hard
to remove the stains. Especially because of this we offer separate canvases,
which include 4 years of colorfastness warranty, so that you’re ensured of
years of a deeply colored canvas. Our canvases protect against UV-radiation,
are waterproof and above all colorfast. Different sizes and colors are available.

PROSTOR SUNSHADE CANVASES
Just like the Solero canvases, it can happen that a canvas needs replacement
with the Prostor series. That’s why we also offer the Prostor Acrylic and Olefin
canvases separately. After your purchase you’ll again have 4 years of warranty
on the color fastness, so that you’re ensured of years of a deeply colored
canvas. The Prostor canvases protect against UV-radiation, are waterproof and
above all colorfast. Different sizes and colors are available.

Description

Price in € excl. VAT

Price in € incl. VAT

577.30.color

Solero raingutter PVC 300 cm

172,93

209,25

577.33.color

Solero raingutter PVC 330 cm

206,82

250,25

577.40.color

Solero raingutter PVC 400 cm

222.52

269,25

577.50.color

Solero raingutter PVC 500 cm

272,10

329,24

p6.2500.color

Prostor raingutter 250 cm incl. zip

50,00

60,50

p6.3000.color

Prostor raingutter 300 cm incl. zip

55,00

66,55

525.95.01

Cover Vaticano/Teatro/Sublimo

42,36

51,26

525.99.41

Cover Cielo (Plus)

47,73

57,75

532.99.41

Cover Laterna

51,86

62,75

532.89.41

Cover Fratello

58,02

70,20

533.70.41

Cover Presto

57,64

69,75

536.33.41

Cover Patio

55,99

67,75

542.99.41

Cover Palestro

73,76

89,25

536.98.41

Cover Maestro

73,76

89,25

574.94.41

Cover Basto 400x400 cm

114,26

138,25

574.95.41

Cover Basto 500x500 cm

120,04

145,25

p34.270.000

Cover Prostor P4

25,00

30,25

p6hu25.color

Cover Prostor P6/7 Uno

135,00

163,35

p6hu30.color

Cover Prostor P6/7 Uno XL

160,00

193,60

p6hd25.color

Cover Prostor P6/7 Duo

165,00

199,65

p6hd30.color

Cover Prostor P6/7 Duo XL

210,00

254,10

p6hq.25.color

Cover Prostor P6 Trio/Quatro

215,00

260,15

p6hq.30.color

Cover Prostor P6 Trio/Quatro XL

280,00

338,80

p6hm25.color

Cover Prostor Uno parasol Wall

110,00

133,10

p6hm30.color

Cover Prostor Uno parasol Wall XL

135,00

163,35

521.20.color

Cloth Sublimo 200x200 cm

123,35

149,25

521.30.color

Cloth Sublimo 300 cm

123,35

149,25

526.27.color

Cloth Cielo

189,46

229,25

526.29.color

Cloth Cielo Plus

189,46

229,25

527.27.color

Cloth Teatro

123,35

149,25

532.34.color

Cloth Laterna 300x300 cm

255,58

309,25

532.36.color

Cloth Laterna 350 cm

255,58

309,25

532.84.color

Cloth Fratello

255,58

309,25

535.34.color

Cloth Patio

247,31

299,25

533.34.color

Cloth Presto 330x330 cm

272,11

329,25

543.83.color

Cloth Palestro

417,56

505,25

533.41.color

Cloth Presto 400 cm

272,11

329,25

536.43.color

Cloth Maestro 300x400 cm

376,24

455,25

536.44.color

Cloth Maestro 400x400 cm

417.56

505,25

575.44.color

Cloth Basto 400x400 cm

434,09

525,25

575.55.color

Cloth Basto 500x500 cm

624,17

755,25

p4m1.270.color

Cloth Prostor P4

130,00

157,30

p6.2525.color

Cloth Prostor P6/7

255,00

308,55

p6.3030.color

Cloth Prostor P6/7 XL

365,00

441,65

p6.3500.color

Cloth Prostor P6/7 350cm round

275,00

332,75

PRINTING
Especially companies dealing in hospitality like to have their company name or
logo printed on their sunshade, to increase the recognizability of their patio.
Printing on a canvas takes quite some effort, that’s why we’ll gladly do it for
you. We work with the best printers who work carefully and pay close attention
to get a beautiful result that fits with your style.

PRICE PER LOGO IN 1 COLOR PLOTTING
Price per logo in 1 color in € excl. VAT

Price per logo in 1 color in € incl. VAT

50x17 cm

32,50

39,33

70x17 cm

40,00

48,40

80x17 cm

45,00

54,45

100x17 cm

50,00

60,50

130x17 cm

60,00

72,60

50x30 cm

44,00

53,24

80x30 cm

62,00

75,02

100x30 cm

73,50

88,94

130x30 cm

90,00

108,90

50x50 cm

63,50

76,84

80x50 cm

93,00

112,53

100x50 cm

112,50

136,13

130x50 cm

141,00

170,61

60x60 cm

85,00

102,85

Price per logo in 1 color in € excl. VAT

Price per logo in 1 color in € incl. VAT

75,00 per color

90,75 per color

40x50 cm >10 pieces

40,00

48,40

40x50 cm >25 pieces

38,00

45,98

THE DISADVANTAGES OF SCREEN PRINTING:
It’s very costly with smaller quantities
Delivery time is around 2 to 3 weeks
Impossible to do large prints

40x50 cm >50 pieces

36,00

43,56

40x50 cm >100 pieces

35,00

42,35

50x70 cm > 10 pieces

48,00

58,08

50x70 cm > 25 pieces

46,00

55,66

Each logo is different and because of that it’s difficult to give a good pricing
indication without having seen the logo first. Because of that, we always ask
that you send us the logo in EPS format, so we can request a proof from the
printer and make a good offer for you. We’re a great partner for larger projects,
and starting at 100 pieces the prices will, of course, be a lot better. A large
project does increase the lead time.

50x70 cm > 50 pieces

44,00

53,24

50x70 cm > 100 pieces

43,00

52,03

Solero uses two methods to print a logo or text on canvas; plotting and screen
printing. Plotting means that the logo is cut from foil and pressed onto the
canvas with heat. This is done under high temperatures so that the glue of
the foil binds properly to the canvas. Because of the immense heat on the
material, a printer can’t heat the same piece of cloth more than 3 or 4 times,
otherwise the canvas would shrink.
In those cases, screen printing offers a solution, because it doesn’t use any
heat.
With screen printing a screen is put over a frame while the ink is pressed
through the open parts of the screen. The screen is based on a template of the
logo that needs to be used on the canvas.
Both methods are used regularly by us, but in the long term a logo that’s been
screen printed remains brighter and better. Each method has it’s pros and
cons, so we’ve put them side by side for you below.

Heights logo when plotting

THE ADVANTAGES OF PLOTTING:
Quick turnaround of 1 week
Cheaper in smaller quantities
Printing is colorfast
Metallic colors are an option
THE DISADVANTAGES OF PLOTTING:
Limited choice of colors
A logo with many colors is not possible (>3 colors)
Plotting is more sensitive to UV-radiation than screen printing
THE ADVANTAGES OF SCREEN PRINTING:
A great price when ordering many (>40 logos)
All colors available
Printing is colorfast

PRICE PER LOGO IN 1 SCREEN PRINTING
Heights logo screen printing
Setting costs

